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REV. MR. BAILEY
ACCEPTS CHAPLAINCY
Begins Duties in September
Announcement is made of the ac-
ceptance of Rev. Lewis Tames Bailey
of the chaplaincy of Kenyon college.
Since 1925, Rev. Bailey has been rec-
tor of Grace Episcopal church, Me-
nominee, Mich. He is a Kenyon man
and will capably fill the vacancy left
by Rev. H. W. Wood, whose resigna-
tion was accepted last year.
Rev. Bailey was born at Sault Ste.
Marie, Mich., on June 2S, 1897. Af-
ter graduating from the high school
in that city in 1915, he attended
Northern State Normal, Marquette,
Mich., from 1915 to 1916, and then
worked on a newspaper in 1917. He
entered Kenyon in February, 1918,
where he became a member of Delta
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity. In the fall
of 1921, he entered the General Theo-
logical Seminary, New York City,
from which he graduated in 1924.
During the summers he acted as lay-read- er
for Church of the Ascension,
Ontonagon, Mich. He was ordained
deacon June 3, 1924, in Christ
church, Calumet, by the Rt. Rev. R.
L. Harris, Kenyon '9 6, and was ap-
pointed deacon-in-charg- e of St. John's
mission, Iron River, Mich., and St.
Mark's mission, Crystal Falls, Mich.
He was. ordained priest in 192 5. He
was called to be rector of Grace Par-
ish, Menominee, Michigan, June 7,
1925. His duties as Kenyon chaplain
will begin next September, when he
will take up residence in the rectory,
next to the home of Dr. W. P. Reeves.
Rev. Bailey writes, "I have had one
great advantage from the student
point of view, and that is that I was
not under the 'incubus' of being head-
ed for the ministry and because of
this I know Kenyon's l'fe in all its
phases. I have no desire to reform
Kenyon or Kenyon men but only de-
sire to be of service if I possibly can.
I am close enough to my own college
days to appreciate still the feelings
of the college man and far enough
away perhaps to bring a little help
toward the solutions of the many
problems that face the student."
Incidentally, Rev. Bailey hopes to
bring a bride with him when he comes
in September.
PHI BETA KAPPA MEETS
Professor Rigg Discusses Intelligence
Members of Phi Beta Kappa en-
joyed a lecture on intelligence tests
by Dr. M. G. Rigg, at their regular
meeting held in physics lecture room,
April 17.
Dr. Rigg discussed the degrees of
intelligence in various countries, and
illustrated his points by charts which
were thrown on the screen. A gen-
eral discussion followed the talk.
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Constant Southworth
SOUTHWORTH, '98,
SUCCUMBS TO FUMES
Loyal Alumnus Passes Avay in Akron
Major Constant Southworth, Ken-
yon Alumnus, Ohio soldier, and law-
yer, was found dead in his garage at
Akron on the morning of April 1st, at
seven o'clock. The doctors who at-
tended his body pronounced death
due to carbon monoxide gas from
the exhaust of his automobile.
When discovered, Maj. Southworth
was sitting slumped over on the run-
ning board of his car, the motor of
which was still running. The hood
was raised, and tools were scattered
about, indicating that he was "tuning
it up" when he was overcome.
According to the available infor-
mation, Maj. Southworth had re-
turned home about midnight, and
went to his apartment, where he was
heard moving around. This was not
unusual, his friends said, as he was
subject to insomnia. About two in the
morning he went to his garage, where
he is believed to have started work-
ing on his car to pass the time away.
The next thing which is recorded is
his discovery by the chauffeur of a
neighbor.
Funeral services were held in Ak-
ron and Springfield, Mass., where his
mother, Mrs. Ada D. Southworth,
lives.
Major Southworth was born in Gil-ea- d,
Maine, in 1876. His family came
to Ohio when he was a child. His fath-
er, George Champlin Shepard South-wort- h,
came to Gambier in the early
eighties as Professor of English in
Kenyon College. He brought his fam-
ily with him, and on his leaving the
professorship, they all moved to Sa-
lem. Major Southworth attended the
public schools of that town, and later
entered Kenyon, in the fall of 1894.
Major Southworth was graduated
from Kenyon with the Class of 1898,
(Cnntinued on page five)
CHOIR SINGS ABROAD
Received in Newark, Mansfield, and
Granville
More choir trips on a smaller scale
have been made during the past
month and still more are scheduled
for the remainder of the year.
On April 8, "Olivet to Calvary," by
Maunder, was given in (he Church of
the Holy Spirit at Gambier; April
10, the same cantata was sung at the
evening service at Trinity church in
Newark, of which Rev. Lane Barton,
a Kenyon graduate, 13 the rector;
April 12, the choir went to Mansfield
to sing the oratorio at the Palm Sun-
day afternoon service in Grace Epis-
copal church in that city; May 8, the
centennial service at St. Paul's church
in Granville was the occasion for i
group of sacred anthems by the Ken-
yon men. In all the parishes when,
the choir sings, the customary
"church supper" is served. Most of
the trips were made by bus.
With Hummel, Hargate, Rusk,
Dowell, and Shannon singing the so-
los, and with Riker at the organ, the
group has been unusually well re
ceived at all their appearances. Of
the choir, which is composed of the
following men, nearly thirty have
been able to make each trip:
First tenors, Rusk, Hargate, W. X.
Smith, Selway, Wilson, Kenyon, Hum-
mel.
Second tenors, Arndt, Braddock,
Greer, Hughes, McClain, Rowe, Bis-se- l,
Jenkins, Weh, Beidler, Foos,
Hein, Humphreys, Seitz, D. M. Smith,
Welsh, Brindley, Decker, McElroy,
Updegraff, Weed, Wright, Ransom
Stevenson.
First Basses, Ben Williams, Stur-ge- s,
Stanton, Roth, Dowell, Lyman,
Maxon.
Second Basses, D. Q. Williams,
Shannon, Hamilton, Dodge, Thebaud.
On May 22, the choir intends to
sing at St. Peter's in Delaware; May
29, at St. Paul's in Akron; on June
5 at the Church of the Holy Spirit in
Gambier; and on June 12, at the State
Sanatorium in Mt. "Vernon.
FRESHMEN HONOR MEN
The entering class has made a par-
ticularly fine showing this year in
the way of scholarship. Fourteen men
have succeeded in attaining an aver-
age which ranks them as honor men.
Those who have made such an aver-
age are:
1. James Milton Irvine, Jr. 1.09
2. William X. Smith 1.10
3. Alfred Lucius Lyman 1.41
4. Robert Perry Weed 1.50
5. Clinton Lincoln Morrill 1.72
6. Robert Atkinson Baltzell 1.75
7. Henry Hunter McFadden 1.78
8. Robert Edwin Kenyon, Jr. 1.81
9. Augustus Alfred Koski 1.84
10. Frank Charles Manak, Jr. 1.91
11. Ivan Karcher Lepley 1.97
12. John V. Cuff 2.00
12. Alwyn Spearman Gerhart 2.00
12. Donald Bruce Mansfield 2.00
WILL DURANT
TO SPEAK
"Story of Philosophy" Author Obtained
By Larwill Lectureship
Our next Larwill Lecture is to be
given May 9 by Will Durant, whose
subject will be, "Is Behaviorism a
Fad?" This topic, which touches so
intimately many of the problems of
college men, and is discussed by one
of America's foremost thinkers, has
aroused much anticipation of the con-
cluding lecture of this year.
Will Durant first became promi-
nent for his work when teaching at
Columbia University. Men and wo-
men who studied under him there
still tell of the exhilarating influenc-o- f
his enthusiasm and his scholar-
ship; they had never suspected that
philosophy could be so intelligible,
so absorbing, and so fruitfully relat-
ed to the actual problems of life.
It happened that among the many
lectures which Dr. Durant was asked
to give outside the University was
one on "Spinoza," at the great Com-
munity center, Labor Temple. This
address led to the formation of two
classes under Dr. Durant, which met
at Labor Temple. The classes have
grown steadily for eight years, and
from them came Labor Temple
School.
Dr. Durant has lectured before
large audiences in many cities. The
attractiveness of his lectures may be
judged from the fact that his book,
"The Story of Philosophy," which is
composed of lectures given at Labor
Temple, became the best-sellin- g non- -
fiction book in America within three
weeks of its publication, and still en-
joys a wide vogue.
The lecture subject, "Is Behavior-
ism a Fad?,' deals with the new
movement in psychology, its mater-
ialistic assumption, its denial of con-
sciousness, and its contributions to
our knowledge of the mind.
MIDDLE LEONARD LEADS
IN SCHOLARSHIP
College Average is Good
Upon the final computation of the
averages of the various divisions on
the Hill, Middle Leonard was award-
ed the Scholarship Cup. It took the
cup with an average of 2.51. The
standing of the various divisions on
the Hill are as follows:
1. Middle Leonard 2.51
2. South Leonard 2.59
3. Middle Kenyon 2.82
4. West Wing 2.84
5. North Leonard 2.8 5
6. East Wing 2.911
7. South Hanna 2.915
The average of the whole seven di-
visions stood at 2.78, which Is a rath-
er remarkable showing.' The total
number of honor men in the college
was 3 8. Out of the 3 8 honor men the
Seniors had 8, Juniors 3, Sophomores
13, and the Freshmen 14.
The respect and affection we had for
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Marathon Hats
Look for the Label
THE SPIRIT OF '76
February 14, 1927
The Kenyon Collegian,
Gambier, Ohio.
In response to your request for some
reminiscences of my life at Kenyon,
1872-187- 6, I regret to comply. For
when a man is old enough to indulge
in reminiscences, his end is not far off.
And no one anticipates his ending with
very keen pleasure. And as I have
been out of College for 51 years, next
June, I realize that this letter Is like
from. Vancommunicationa - -- Rip.
Winkle.
The conditions when I entered Ken-
yon in 1S72 were primitive. There was
no railroad connection with Gambier.
We had to ride from Mount Vernon in
an old antiquated stage, run by a man
named Bennett. But he was a pleas-
ant and garrulous old fellow, who tried
to put entering Freshmen wise as con-
cerning the College.
The beauty of Gambier was just as
fine then as it is now, and captivated
me as the stage rolled past Kokosing
to the Village of Gambier. The trees
along the Path were not as large :is
now, but the oaks surrounding the
campus were just as glorious.
Small as were our numbers, the dig-
nity of the College and the way the
professors took themselves seriously
greatly impressed me. I felt that I
had come to a real college. The Pres-
ident was Eli T. Tappan, a man with
a narrow forehead and a narrower
mind. He had not a spark of humor in
his make up and was ever popular with
the students. And he was given to
fits of temper, when things did not go
his own way. He and I were inveter
ate enemies until his resignation, at
the end of my Junior year. Although
I stood well in other departments, in
his class room I got low marks, lwo
contributing causes, he and I. How
ever he had the pain of welcoming me
into Phi Beta Kappa. I greatly en
loved his discomfiture.
Of the faculty Professor Benson was
the most popular. He was not a re
markable teacher of Latin, a drill mast
er, largely. But he was just and
humane, and an invariable friend of
the students. When Tappan resigned
Benson was made acting-presiden- t, to
the gratification of the entire college.
Gambier In The Days of Dr. McGuffey
him made his work pleasant and effec-
tive. little man with a: He was a
solemn face and a long goatee. But
his heart was large.
George A. Strong was professor of
English. He was a gifted man and
teacher with an enthusiasm Tor Eng-
lish Literature which was contagious.
He inspired his pupils with an en
thusiasm for English Literature which
became the basis of fine culture. His
lectures were entirely delightful, and
his students entered his class room
with eager anticipation. He was the
most inspiring man of the faculty. His
personal appearance and habits were
some merriment, butthe cause --of
never of disrespect. He was immacu
late in his dress, wore a plug hat that
shone like the sun, and never ap
peared without kid gloves. Knowing
his neatness, the students were so un-
kind as to shut up Profesor Benson's
cow in his class room, over night, with
a messy result, next morning, that was
indescribable. But this, as I recall it,
was an accident. The English room
was the first available place for the
incarceration of the cow. Most of us
regretted that Professor Strong was
called on to suffer, which he certainly
did.
Professor Trimble taught Greek in a
perfectly worthless manner. He was
a genial and lovable old fellow of ad
vanced years, saturated with Greek
but with no capacity to teach it or pre
serve order in his class room. We ran
over him rough shod. The disorder
which he permitted was indescribable.
The longer we sat under him the less
Greek we knew. Much as we lovsd
him personally, by our petition to the
Trustees he was removed. This had
to be done, but it broke his heart.
Professor Sterling taught physics
and mathematics. He was much liked
and was a good teacher. He had a
merciless way of flunking his best
friends if they loafed on him. On one
occasion he dunked me. Making up
my deficiency in a week or two, he re
buked me by saying that any man who
could Qualify in so short a time made a
disgraceful exhibition of himself by
flunking in examination. But this he
said with a merry twinkle in his eye.
Several tutors, from time to time,
assisted in the instruction. Most of
them were indifferent as men and in-
structors. And some of them we stu-
dents manhandled. We were rather a
wild and turbulent flock, and gave to
any tutor what was coming to him.
Some of them received rather strong
treatment. The faculty never seemed
inclined to discipline us for so doing,
but wafted the tutor at the end of the
year. Thus vanisnea several
over whom no tears were shed.
There was no supervision over the
lives and habits of the students. We
did just as we pleased. The drinking
men drank plenty and were put to bed
by the sober men. We left the Hill
as we pleased, and nothing was said.
The liberty we enjoyed was astonish
ing. The wonder was that the morals
of the students did not go to pieces.
That thev did not, as I reflect upon it,
was due to the uncovenanted mercies
of the Lord. These mercies came, per-
haps, by the example of some of the
best students who "feared God and
kept His commandments."
We had no living conveniences. We
had to build our own fires with wood
that we carried in hods up stairs. Our
only water was from the pumps in
front of Old Kenyon. There was not a
bath tub in the College. If we washed
it was in cold water. But. bathing was
almost unknown. How we kept clean
I do not remember, if we did keep
clean below the chin. But this is a
painful subject. And we had no other
conveniences. "Egypt" was a small
building back of Old Kenyon. Here we
did our duty, in plain sight of the pub
lic. It was a barbarous convenience,
terrible on cold nights. It was evaded
by certain ingenious makeshifts. But
all were barbarous.
The fraternity life was very beau-
tiful. Psi Upsilon, (to which I be
longed), D. K. E., Alpha Delta Phi, and
Theta Delta Chi, were in evidece.
These fraternity groups kept together,
and their bonds of union were very
close. The non-fraternit- y men were
little regarded. They were simply
ignored. To get a bid to any of these
fraternities was esteemed an honor.
And I may say that the Psi U's looked
me over for a year before they asked
me to join. 1 felt highly honored, even
if after their long inspection.
The two literary organizations, Phil-omathesi- an
and Nu Pi Kappa, were in
vigorous and intense rivalry. They
were purely literary. They fostered the
literary life of the students and were
valuable aids in training the students
the art of speaking in debate. They
also trained in parliamentary pro-
cedure .
When I reflect upon the present con-
dition of the College, with all its mod- -
Our own trade mark
name.
Known from coast to
coast for Style and Quality
in Men's Hats.
Marathon Hats are de-
signed and sold exclusively
by J. C. Penney Co. Stores
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who expect the utmost in
value, style and superiority
featured at
$2.98 $3.98 $4.98
Other Marathons at
$5.98 and Up
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Johnston & Murphy
SHOES
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WALK-OVE- R SHOES
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Laundry Bags and Repairing
L. H. JACOBS
Gambier, Ohio
HOME COOKING
Gambier's Better
Eating House
VERNON'S
ern conveniences, its admirable and
able faculty, its distinguished and ef
fective President, its enlarged equip- -
met, I am filled with joy over the pres
ent situation. Kenyon should now give
a better account of itself than ever be
fore.
In conclusion, let me say, that iu
spite of the barbarity of our early col-
lege life, it was animated with the
spirit of manliness, honor and fair
play. No student that fell down on
these things had any standing among
us. We sent him to Coventry.
Edward M. McGuffey,
Class ot 1876
FACULTY REVISES
CURRICULUM
Ijimji'uajse KMniirriiH'i!ts IvcsscihmI
For some time, the faculty has
been considering the advisability of
a charge in the curriculum of Ken-yo- n.
As a result of their deliberations
the new curriculum is effective for
students entering in September, 1927,
and subsequent thereto, and optional
for students who entered as Fresh-
men between September, 1925 and
February, 1927 inclusive, i. e. for the
present Sophomores and Freshmen.
The following plan was adopted on
April 11:
The three undergraduate degrees of
Bachelor of Arts, Philosophy, and
Science, will be retained, and also the
four years of English, Freshman
Mathematics, Junior History, Sopho-
more Bible, Freshman Lecture, and
Physical Training.
However, in the departments of
Greek, Latin, Romance Languages,
and German, at least 3 year-cours- es
shall be required, which shall include
two of the following: Greek 3, 4;
Latin 1, 2; French 3, 4; German 3,
4; Spanish 3, 4. Students who now
are required to have five year-cours- es
of foreign language will, in the
future, need only three, unless they
elect to major in this department. In
that event, a total of six year-cours- es
will be necessary. Also, those de-
siring the Science course will not be
required to take two years of German,
as at present, except students who
expect to prepare for Medicine.
In the departments of Mathemat-
ics, Chemistry, Physics, Biology, and
Geology, at least 3 year-cours- es shall
be required, selected . from at least
three departments.
In the departments of History and
Political Science, Economics and So-
ciology, Philosophy and Psychology,
at least 3 year-cours- es shall be re-
quired, selected from at least two de-
partments.
As a major, a total of 6 year-cours- es
from one of the three above
groups is necessary, which shall in-
clude 3 year-cours- es in one
ment. In the interpretation of this
paragraph, the department of Eng-
lish, not including the required cour-
ses, shall be included in the language
group. This means that there must
be 3 year-cours- es from each of the
above groups and additional 3 year-cours- es
from any one, making a total
of 12 year-course- s.
At the midyear registration of the
Sophomore year, each student shall
select the department in which he
elects to major, and all subsequent
registration in courses shall be ap-
proved by this department. Thus each
student's faculty advisor will be
chosen at this time, and he shall con-
tinue to serve while in his depart-
ment. This will eliminate thQ arbi-
trary selection of an advisor, for the
entire four years, who may never so
much as meet his advisee.
Students who at the end of their
Sophomore year have an average of 2
in their previous record, and Juniors
and Seniors with the approval of the
Faculty, may, at the discretion of the
group of the Faculty in which they
elect to major, be assigned to special
studies for credit by the major depart-
ment.
The degree of Bachelor of Philoso-
phy is awarded on the completion of
the above requirements.
The degree of Bachelor of Arts is
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awarded on the completion of the
above requirements, if Latin 1, 2, and
Greek 11, 12, or Greek 5, 6, is in-
cluded in the above elections.
The degree of Bachelor of Sci-
ence is awarded on the completion of
the above requirements, if the major
is chosen in the Science group, and
Chemistry 1, 2; Physics 1, 2; and
Biology 1, 2; are included in the
election in the Science group.
PROFESSOR JANES . .
WRITES NEW BOOK
"MAN AND SOCIETY" BY GEORGE
MILTON JANES
This book, Mr. Janes' latest work,
is on Sociology. It is divided into six
parts: The Social Gospel, The Social
Sciences, Stages of Social Develop-
ment, Social Relations, Social As-
pects of Rural Life, Fundamentalism.
The substance of the first five
chapters is given in the form of lec-
tures, and the last chapter is an an-
swer to some questions raised in the
previous lectures.
It may be said that this is not a
book which can be read in one sitting,
for such was not the intention of the
author. The material is so condensed
that only one chapter should be read
at a time, although each chapter is
written in such a style that it holds
the reader's interest.
The last chapter, on Fundamental-
ism, is perhaps the most noteworthy.
In this essay, Dr. Janes discusses evo-
lution in a very lucid manner, and
gives a concise definition and ex-
planation of that theory. He points
out that there is really no contro-
versy between religion and evolution,
and ends his book by quoting the
poem of Professor Carruth entitled
"Each in his Own Tongue."
A fire-mi- st and a planet
A crystal and a cell
A jelly-fis- h and a saurian,
And caves where the cave-me- n
dwell;
Then a sense of law and beauty,
And a face turned from the clod,
Some call it Evolution,
And others call it God."
Dr. Janes' opinion of William Jen-
nings Bryan seems to agree with that
of H. L. Mencken. He says of him,
"William Jennings Bryan evidently
believed that he was leading a holy
crusade in his campaign against the
teachings of evolution, but it is a
safe guess that he evidently knew
just as much about evolution as he
did about money and banking in his
agitation for free silver. One of Mr.
Bryan's opponents unkindly suggest-
ed that if monkeys had votes, Mr.
Bryan would be on the side of evo-
lution."
This latest effort of Dr. Janes has
added a very considerable prestige to
his ability as a writer. Other books
by the same author are: "The Pil-
grim Spirit," "The Control of
Strikes," "American Trade Union-
ism," and "Who Should Have
Wealth."
Ohio Wesleyan feminists have
placed women students on an equality
with men for election to all student
offices. It won't be long now before
we have female mentors of the grid-
iron dying for God, for Country and
for Yale.
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Gentlemen?
Does the recent wholesale disregard
of the Honor System of Examinations
presage the ultimate fall of that institu-
tion? If it does, it would be far bet-
ter to acknowledge our defeat and
drop the system at once. For if men,
even a few, continue to slide through
examinations by cheating, it is , high
time to admit the custom a failure.
Each success at cheating, when one is
supposedly . on one's honor, must un-
dermine the standard of honor that the
individual has set up, and consistent
disregard of the System would go far
towards dragging this code down to
a nothingness by the end of four years.
; But why should the Honor System
fail? Certainly we are in a unique
position! Here is one of the oldest
colleges west of the Alleghenies,
whose beauty of buildings and campus,
combined with the beauty of surround-
ings, alone raise it at once to the level
of older Eastern institutions and to tne
English Universities with whom we are
so closely allied. These factors have
given to Kenyon the distinctive repu-
tation of being, above everything else,
a gentleman's college a reputation to
which our alumni list stands as ample
proof. A gentleman's college neces-
sarily implies gentlemen as its stu-
dents, and a gentleman embraces, as
his fundamental principle, HONOR.
And it is so the words gentleman and
ard will never be lowered.
Can it be that Kenyon will no longer
be able to uphold its reputation? If
so, where lies the cause? Perhaps
Kenyon, together with the State Uni
versities, is succumbing to the results
of the "educational" mania which is
now gripping the country, and is feel-
ing the effect of all the sons of farm-
ers and sons of Rotarians who are
flooding the halls, or at least the vesti-
bules, of higher learning. It may be
that our student body is falling to the
level of that of so many of our neigh-
boring colleges to whom we rightfully
feel so superior. We wonder if the
word "gentleman" is being supplanted
by "collegiate."
It is scarcely possible to believe that
those Freshmen who are guilty could
have been maliciously scorning tho
Honor System and playing with their
own reputations. We feel, rather that
two or three of the "good boys" in the
class saw a splendid opportunity to dis-
play their knowledge of the "colleg-
iate" attitude toward life, and sucked
the, others in with them. We trust so.
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But, if it was willful, and if this at-
titude of disregard is prevalent in col-
lege, then let's drop the Honor System
and he "collegiate" with Muskingum
and Hiram. But before we give it up,
LET'S THINK.
Barn
No one greatly minds the careless
shabbiness of the village of Gambier.
Within reason, that is part of the very
charm of the place. But it is safe to
say that every member of the faculty
and student body is annoyed, em
harassed, and shamed by the disreput-ab- e
unsightliness of the interior of
Rosse Hall, with its gouged plaster,
faded "crushed raspberry" walls, and
drab woodwork. As for visitors, their
feeling must be midway between de-
rision and amazement that any college
of Kenyon's pretensions should per-
mit a building vital in its life to be
such a blot upon her fair ascutcheon.
The desirability of keeping up ap-
pearances, for our own and visitors'
benefit, is recognized in the case of the
park ad other buildings. Why is Rosne
Hall, the one place all visitors reach
sooner or later, so consistently ignor-
ed? Its grotesque and hideous walls
have for fifteen years turned our digni-
fied and ceremonious Commencements
and other academic functions into
mere burlesques. Is the saving on a
coat of paint worth it?
Guests, incoming freshmen, pros-
pective students, and regular natives
should not be expected to laugh off
such a disgrace any longer. A new
Gym is such a remote possibility, and
the need mor this feature of mainten
ance so acute, that the Collegian would
like to ask, quite seriously if some-
thing cannot be done about it in the
immediate future.
MRS. XEWHALTj TO VISIT EUROPE
Will Not Return Until September, '28
Among the thousands of people
who will make up this summer's
quota of the now annual 'exeat" from
this country to Europe, Gambier will
be represented by Mrs. Barker New-hal- l.
Instead, however, of returning
next September, as will the major-
ity of her companions, Mrs. Newhall
is making the most of her opportun-
ity and will remain abroad until
September of 1928.
The outline of her itinerary is
such as to make every one of us envy
her. Sailing from New York on June
25 on S. S. Minnekadha, Mrs. New-ha- ll
will spend the summer in France
and Germany, including a visit to the
town of her birth, Reutlingen, Ger
many. With the fall she will go to
southern France, through the Ri-
viera to Italy, there to spend the win-
ter, including two months on the is-
land of Sicily. Spring will bring a
journey northward to the lakes of
Italy and from there to Venice in
June. The rest of the second summer
will be spent in England, from
whence she will return in September,
1928.
Prompted by some of the visions
conjured up at the thought of such a
trip, inquiry was made of Mrs. New-ha- ll
as to whether she would not find
need of a secretary to take care of
her correspondence and baggage en
route. Assurance was given, that no
necessity was felt for any such ar-
rangement. We do wonder, however,
just what those students will do who
may, next year, need a little help over
the stiles of first year French and
German.
SOPHOMORES PLAN BIG HOP
Dornberger to play May 13th and 14th
'2!) on --May 13th and 14th
Perennially Gambier emerges for
two days from its accustomed role of
a sleepy backwoods village and takes
on the appearance of New Orleans
at Mardi Gras season. The gala oc-
casion which induces this remarkable
phenomenon is known as the May Hop.
The world-wear- y alumnus of three
seasons abandons his golf clubs, in-
vades his cellar, and honors the scene
of his youthful indiscretion with a
visit Somehow, enough tuxedoes are
assembled and improvised to outfit a
student body which has become fas-
tidious about its appearance over-
night. Freshmen render the atmos-
phere foul with rug beating, and old ac-
quaintances, passing each other on
the path, each with a lady fair cling-
ing to his manly arm, somehow fail
to recognize one another; Dicky Doo-littl- e
dons his best bib and tucker and
assumes his cosmopolitan air, and
masculine Kenyon bows low to the
eternal female. Gambier ceases to
be "dead" and becomes "quaint."
One might naturally believe that
the great work of engineering this
temporary victory of Terpsichore over
Euclid is a task worthy of a group
of super-me- n seniors, in short. But
not sc. The lowly sophomore makes
his debut to the local sophisticates at
this time and is forever after judged
by the degree of success which meets
his very own Hop. Each freshman
class in turn emerges from the slime
of its primitive state and returns to
the Hill next year, grimly determined
to present the best May Hop since the
days of Philander Chase. Or to be
more practical, it hopes to give a
dance to which the people will flock
from miles around. And every sopho-
more class succeeds in its own esti-
mation, which, after all, is all that
really matters.
But this year it is different. The
class of twenty-nin- e is able to as-
sure its prospective patrons with a
veracity which admits no gainsaying
that the forthcoming festivities will
surpass the wildest dreams of those
guests whose dreams have not by
that time resolved themselves into
nightmares. The effete of the Middle
West are to be granted the supreme
privilege of witnessing the Hop of
Hops. Following are several reasons
which the perpetrators of this orgy
advance to substantiate their rash
promises.
Charles Dornberger and his irre-
pressible group of artists will glad
den the ears of all music lovers and
supply the rythm to which ardent
youths and maidens will trip the
light fantastic. The Hon. Mr. Dorn-
berger has been secured for this oc-
casion at a fabulous price and even
then his exclusive services were only
obtained through the immense po-
litical pull of one of the members of
the sophomore class.
Perhaps the greatest innovation
that is to be introduced this year has
to do with the decorations. The ven-
erable Mr. Allen's contract with the
Scott Corporation expired last year.
As a consequence to this great eco-
nomic disaster, the good, old man
was rendered utterly devoid of any
suitable means of fulfilling his an-
nual function that of decorating the
interior of Rosse Hall. Having man-
aged to cast off the shackles of this
chronic piracy, twenty-nin- e has pro-
ceeded to give its dance committee
carte blanche with regard to the dec-
orating scheme. Accordingly, this
group of sages has evolved, and al-
ready set into motion, an entirely
unique and extremely pffective plan
for embellishing the interior of Rosse
Barn beyond recognition.
An unusually large number of the
younger alumni have already signi-
fied their intentions of rainting Gam-
bier a brilliant crimson on this mo-
mentous occasion; a grfat many of
the student body have succumbed to
the charms and blandishments of in-
numerable members of the so-call- ed
weaker sex; the old tree stump back
of Ascension has been uprooted, and
all indications point to a thoroughly
enjoyable May Dance.
DR. RADFORD
PUBLISHES REVIEW
Philologist Meetx Opposition From
A broad
Dr. Radford recently published a
careful review of Lindsay's large
work on "Early Latin Verse." Prof.
Lindsay, who is at the University of
St. Andrews, in Scotland, is one of
the most distinguished of English
classical scholars and an eminent au-
thority in his field. He was not of-
fended at the independent tone of
the article, but wrote at once that.
"the review was the most helpful
which had yet appeared." Since 1920,
Dr. Radford has been writing a series
of articles upon some of the Latin
poets of the Augustan age, namely,
Ovid, Virgil, and Tibullus, and he
holds that many well-know- n Latin
poems which were ascribed to Virgil
and Tibullus were secretly composed
by Ovid, who, because of his father's
opposition, could not publish under
his own name for many years.
Dr. Radford's views cover a wide
field and have naturally met with
bitter opposition in certain quarters
especially in Germany, but many
of the most influential American
scholars have been strongly disposed
to accept and support them from the
first.
He is publishing at present an ar-
ticle in the Transactions of the Am-
erican Pliilological Association and a
series of three or four papers in the
Classical Philology, and will probably
soon issue a book on the subject. In
collecting material for several of his
articles he had very valuable assist-
ance from Hunter Kellenberger, B.
A., 1925.
BOOK REVIEWS
Book reviews in competition for
the prize offered by R. A. Weaver,
Kenyon alumnus, are to be handed
in to Dr. R. D. Cahall not later than
May 16. The prize amounts to fifty
dollars.
Three books, "This Believing
World," "Why We Behave Like Hu-
man Beings," and "The Story of
Philosophy," are to be reviewed in
the manner of the "Atlantic Month-
ly." Dr. Cahall and Dr. W. P. Reeves
will be the judges.
The men included in the contest
are Eberth, Sturges, Harper, Rose,
Martin, Kenyon, Maxon, Davies, Up-degraf- f,
Nevin, Koroncai, Ben Wil-
liams, Malcolmnson, McClain.
The Senior Class play is being
smoothed into condition for presenta-
tion at Commencement time. The cast
guarantees that it will be a master
production.
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SOUTHWORTH, '98
SUCCUMBS TO FUMES
(Continued from page one)
receiving the degree of Bachelor of !
Arts. Following his graduation, he
studied at the Cincinnati Law School,
and was graduated in 1902, being ad-
mitted to practice before the Supreme
Court in the same year. Three years
later he was admitted to practice be-
fore the United States Supreme
Court.
From 1915 to 1917 he was first as-
sistant city solicitor of Cincinnati, hav-
ing been, before this, a professor at
the Cincinnati Law School for a num-
ber of years.
When war was declared in 1917, he
enlisted as captain in the 332nd In-
fantry, and took his men to Italy. On
account of his fine work there, Cap-
tain Southworth was raised to the
post of Major and sent to Montene-
gro. This was after the Armistice had
been signed, and while the uprisings
were going on there. He was in
charge of this expedition, and did so
much good work that he was later
called before the Versailles Commis-
sion to report in person on the Balk-
an situation.
AVhen he returned to this coun-
try, he went to Akron and became a
member of the law firm of Waters,
Andress, Southworth, Wise, and Max-so- n.
He had been one of Akron's
leading lawyers since that time, and
had been a center of interest in recent
months, especially as the Akron at-
torney of the Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Company in the widespread
rubber factory control litigation.
Major Southworth was a member
of the Delta Tau Delta Fraternity,
Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Delta Phi Law
Fraternity, Akron Chamber of Com-
merce, Akron City Club, Portage
Country Club, Akron Univeristy Club,
Akron Commandery Knights Templar,
Tadmore Temple of Shriners, Church-
men's Club of Summit County, Sum-
mit County Philosophical Society, and
the Summit County Historical Soci-
ety. For some years he had been a
member of the Board of Trustees of
the Akron Law Library Associaticn.
He is survived by his mother, f've
brothers, and two sisters. The broth-
ers are the Very Reverend George S.
Southworth, '09 A. B., Dean of St.
Paul's Cathedral, Marquette, Mich.;
Dr. John D. Southworth, '11 A. B., a
medical missionary at Osaka, Japan;
Dr. Rufus Southworth, of Glendale,
Ohio; and Edward, '10, and Melvin
Southworth, '07, of Mittineaque, Mas-
sachusetts.
His sisters are Elizabeth and Mary.
Two of his nephew-- s are in College
now. Edward Southworth, '29, the
son of Rufus; Albert Williams, '28,
son of Constant's sister Mary, who
married Herbert Williams, '9 6; and
a cousin, Dan Q. Williams, '27.
Constant Southworth'? passing is
mourned by a great number of his
friends here in Gambier and else-
where. He was known everywhere
for his thoughtfulness and kindness
to others. His generosity to the Col-
lege and his devotion to its best in-
terests have made his place in Ken-yon'- s
list of loyal supporters a hard
one to fill.
JACK AND FRED
GARAGE
ROAD SERVICE
You will find this mono-
gram on all kinds of
electric equipment. It is
a symbol of quality and
a mark of service.
More than 60 per cent of, the mechanical
power used by American industry is applied
through electric motors. But the electrifi-
cation of the tasks performed by man power
has hardly begun. Electric power not only
saves dollars; it conserves human energy for
better purposes and raises standards of
living. College men and women may well
consider how electricity can lessen the bur-
dens of industry and of farm and home life.
201.6SDH
GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK
PALAIS DE BOIS
HOME COOKED FOOD
ALWAYS THE BEST
CIGARETTES ICE CREAM
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WHITE
FLANNEL
TROUSERS
and
BLACK
and
WHITE
SLIP-OVE- R
SWEATERS
Better Clothes Since '78
BARBER SHOP
W. H. STUMP
In rear of American Beauty
Shoppe. Guaranteed Satisfaction.
LOREY'S
DRUG STORE
115 South Main Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio
DRUGS TOILET ARTICLES
CIGARS TOBACCOS
CIGARETTES
SeeBOBMESERVE
for
MOCCASIN SHOES
Just the thing for the Campus
Room 8, East Division, Old Kenyon
"Say It with
Flowers''
from
SHARP'S
FLOWER STORE
Phone 895
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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NEW BOOKS ADDED TO LIBRARY j
Schuler, W. C, How to Do Research
Work. Brownell, Baker, The New Uni-
verse. Taft, O. B., Evolution of Idea.
Enock, A. G. The Problem of Arma-
ments. Abelard, Pierre, The Letters of
Abelard and Heloise. The Cambridge
Bible for Schools and Colleges. Chap-
man, A. T., An introduction to the Pen-tatuc- h.
Chesterton, G. K., St. Francis
of Assisi. Hertzler, J. O., The History
of Utopian Thought. Palgrave, Sir
Palgrave's Dictionary of Po-
litical
R. H. I.,
Economy, 1926. Blum, S., Labor
Economics. Catlin, W. B., The Labor
Problem. Groat, G. G., An Introduction
to the Study of Organized Labor In
America. Saposs, D. J., Readings in
Trade Unionism. Suffern, A. E The
Coal Miner's Struggle for Industrial
Status. Wigmore, J. H., The Principles
of Judicial Proof. Clark, G. J., Life
Sketches of Eminent Lawyers. Martin
E. D., The Meaing of a Liberal Educa-
tion. Chamberlain, J. P., The Regime
of the International Rivers. Darrow,
K. K., Introduction to Contemporary
Physics. Andrade, E. X. D., The Struc-
ture of the Atom. Compton, A. H., X-ra- ys
and Electrons. Du Nouy, P. L.,
Surface Equilibria of Biological and
Organic Colloid. Levy-Bruh- l, Lucien,
Primitive Mentality. Ohio Agricultur-
al Experiment Station, Annual Report,
1891-191- 7. Drury, H. B., Scientific
Management. Van Dyke, J. C, A Text-
book of the History of Painting. Carp-
enter, F. I., A Reference Guide to Ed-
mund Spenser. Gissing, G. R., In the
Year of Jubilee. Johnson, Samuel, The
Critical Opinions of Johnson. Cook,
Albert S., Select Translations From
Old English Poetry. Beowulf, ed. by
C. G. Child. Fowler, Mary, Catalogue
of the Petrarch Collection. These
Eventful Years; the Twentieth Cent-
ury in the Making. Earl of Clarendon
and Others. Classic memoirs. Ludwig,
Emil, Wilhelm Hohenzollern. Poin-car- e,
Raymond, How France is Gov-
erned. Korff, S. A., Autocracy and
Revolution in Russia. Ossondowski,
F. A., Beasts, Man and Gods. Wood-
ward, W. E., George Washington.
Books added to the New Book Club
March and April, 1927
Sedwick, Old Countess. Byrne,
Brother Saul. Colby, Green Forest.
Lawrence, T. E., Revolt in the Desert.
Riesenberg, F., East Side, West Side.
TEXXJS COURTS IX
GOOD COXDITIOX
The tennis courts are in excellent
condition this year, and, at last, pro-
tective measures have been taken to
keep thera in shape. Coach Love has
issued orders to the effect that the
six men on the varsity squad shall
have preference to any of the four
courts in back of Old Kenyon at any
time. At two o'clock in the afternoon
the varsity is' scheduled to practice
and anyone playing on courts 1 and
2 will he asked to vacate. No one
shall be allowed to play when the
nets are not up, and, of course, tennis
shoes without heels must be worn at
all times.
A permanent caretaker is in charge
of the courts.
UNIVERSITY CLUB OPENS
IN COLUMBUS
Has Present Membership of 817
Courtesy Columbus Dispatch.
The University Club of Columbus
will formally open its new quarters at
the Seneca Hotel tonight.
The rooms are located on the sec
Nunri-Bus- h
Jlnkle --Fashioned Oxfords
- Stay Snug
at the Ankle
If you wear them long enough, you may wear them out. But
their neatness at the ankle without gapping or slipping
will still endure. Thus, Nunn-Bus- h ankle-fashione- d oxfords
perpetuate your pride in their style, their fit and their comfort
which won you to them in the first place.
Come and See the New Styles
Footwear
FISH, LYBARGER & CO.
ond and a portion of the mezzanine
floors of the hotel and have been new-
ly furnished. One of the newest fea-
tures is a woman's lounge with private
entrance.
The whole suite is composed of some
twenty guest rooms offering comfort-
able accommodations for members
from out of town as well as local
clubs.
The club has at present S17 mem-
bers distributed among 47 universities.
Officers at the present time are:
Hosiery
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We Cordially Invite You To Inspect Our Exten- -
sive Line Of Original And Artistic Novelties.
BOOK ENDS CANDLE STICKS f
ART OBJECTS ASH TRAYS f
NOVELTIES I
THE BOOK and ART SHOP f
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Lowry F. Sater, president; Henry Wil-
liams, and Guy C. Bowman, vlcepresi-dent- s;
J. J. Jennings, treasurer and J.
Fred Smith, secretary and manager.
A. G.SCOTT
Dry Goods Groceries-Genera- l
Merchandise
College Views
Gambier, Ohio
TENNIS TEAM WINS ALL
The Kenyon tennis team, after a
few weeks of intensive practice, is
going through some of the toughest
competition in the State and coming
out with such success that Coach Love
feels confident that the team will cap-
ture the State championship. The
team is composed of such veterans as
Captain Humphreys, the Kawasaki
brothers, Scherr, Johnson, and Martin. '
The scores of the matches played to 1
date follow. I
Kenyon 6 Otterbein 0
Singles M. Kawasaki won 7-- 5, 6-?- ..
D. Kawasaki won 3-- 6, 6-- 4, 6-- 4. Hum
phreys won 7-- 5, 6-- 4. Scherr won 6-- 3, 7-- 5,
Doubles M. Kawasaki and D. Ka-
wasaki won 6-- 3, 6-- 3. Scherr and John-
son won 6-- 1, 6-- 2.
Played at Westerville April 22, 1927.
Kenyon 4 Ohio Wesleyan 2
Singles M. Kawasaki won 6-- 1, 6-- 3.
Scherr won 6-- 2, 6-- 2. Humphreys won
6-- 1, 6-- 4. D. Kawasaki lost 3-- 6, 2-- 6.
Doubles M. Kawasaki and D. Ka-
wasaki won 6-- 3, 3-- 6, 6-- 3. Johnson and
Scherr lost 4-- 6, 6-- 3, 6-- 2.
Played at Delaware. April 27, 1927
Kenyon 6 Denison 0
Singles M. Kawasaki won 6-- 0, 6-- 2.
Scherr won 6-- 1, 6-- 4. D. Kawasaki won
6-- 2, 6-- 3. Humphreys won 6-- 2, 6-- 0.
Doubles M. Kawasaki and D. Ka-
wasaki won 7-- 5, 6-- 4. Johnson and
Scherr won 2-- 6, 6-- 1, 6-- 4.
Played at Gambier, May 2, 1927.
BASEBALL TEAM WHIPPED
lTO SHAPE
Season Opens With Ashland
With prospects for a crack baseball
team better than they have been for
years, the diamond candidates are
practicing daily to attain that state of
perfection that has been so noticeably
absent in the past few years.
Captain Dempsey is showing fine
pre-seaso- n form at first base, while
the battery is composed of two Soph-
omores whom we believe are destined
to turn in many wins for the Purple
this spring. Rathbun, the Fredonia
flash, Is displaying excellent form on
the rubber, while Joe Mulvey, broth-
er of the famous Pat who has been
behind the plate for the past three
seasons, is on the receiving end and
bids fair to fill his brother's shoes
quite capably.
Muir is once again at the keystone
sack, and Maire, another Sophomore,
who is hailed as one of the best candi-
dates that has reported to Coach
"Wiper in recent years, is stationed at
short-sto- p. Two candidates are bat-
tling for a position at third basn,
Stanley and Squibb, with the former
holding an apparent advantage at the
present writing.
Quite a few aspirants are on hand
for outfield positions, prominent
among them are Shannon. Rowe, Wal-
ling, Baird, Todd, and Stanton.
The fielding of all the candidates is
above the average of former Kenyoa
teams, but their ability with the stick
has yet to be proven.
The season opens with Ashland at
Gambier on May 6th.
MANY COMPETE FOR
TRACK TEAM
Outlook Hopeful
With more aspirants for track than
have ever before turned out for a
Spring sports, Coach Kutler faces the
task of cutting the squad within a
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few days, a thing unheard of in the
history of track at Kenyon.
Captain Eberth is once more show-
ing his heels to the field in the dash
events with Baxter, D. M. Smith, and
W. B. McLain all bidding strongly
for positions in the sprints.
In the middle distance events
Southworth, Leonard, and Wood seem
to be the pick of the candidates for
this class. The number of distance
men is unusually large but to date
T. P. Rose, Thurston, Atherholt, and
Braddock are leading the way. The
weight events will be most capably
taken care of by Hovorka and J. W.
MeClain. Boudreau should score many
points in the pole vault this spring.
The Kansas star is clearing the bar
at eleven feet with much consistency
and with a little effort should be able
to raise this height.
Taken as a whole, Coach Kutler is
well satisfied and confident that he
will be able to turn out a winning
track team this spring, and the spirit
of the school is stronglv behind him
in his new venture.
MIDDLE LEONARD
WINS TRACK MEET
On Saturday, April 30th. the annual
Inter-divisio- n track meet was held on
Benson Filed. The various contests
were witnessed by an exceptionally
large crowd of students and Professors
alike, and interest ran high as the com-
petition between the various divisions
was unusually keen. Varsity track
men were barred from events in which
they had won points in inter-collegiat- e
competition, and considering the fact
that spiked shoes were barred also the
time in the running events was very
good. All the races were close and the
field events were run off under almost
perfect supervision.
Five Inter-divisio- n Track records
were broken in the keen competition.
The first one to fall was the 100 yard
dash record of eleven second set bv
Naysmith of Middle Kenyon in 1925.
Baxter of Middle Leonard clipped 3-- 5s
of a second off of this record by nego-
tiating the century in 10 2-- 5 seconds.
Rose of South Leonard broke the mile
record of 5 minutes and 20 second es-
tablished in 1926 by Al Williams of
Middle Leonard, by running the dis-
tance in 5 minutes and 9 seconds.
Smith of East Wing set a new record
in the broad jump with a leap of IS
feet and 3 inches, or five inches better
than the one established in 1925 by
Peterson of Middle Kenyon. The shot
put record of 34 feet and 1 inch set by
Ramsey of North Leonard in 1926 also
fell when Hovorka made a heave of 37
feet 3 inches. As there was no es-
tablished record in the pole vault
Boudreau of East Wing had little dif-
ficulty in setting a new one. However,
with his vault of eleven feet he set a
mark that is bound to stand for some
time. The relay team from Middle
Leonard, composed of Baxter, South-wort- h,
Brown, and Eberth also set a
new record of 51 seconds for cover-
ing the third of a mile. The previous
record of 52 seconds was also set by
a team from this same division.
Inter-divisio- n Track Meet Standings
First Middle Leonard 66 points.
Second Middle Kenyon 22 points.
Third East Wing, 21 points.
Fourth South Leonard 19 points.
Fifth South Hanna, 15 points.
Sixth Tie, North Leonard, North
Hanna, 8 points.
Summary of Events
50 yard dash 1, Eberth, M. L., 2,
Baxter, M. L., 3, Smith, E. W., 4, Chen
ey, M. K., 5, Thebaud, S. H. Time
5 3-- 5 seconds.
100 yard dash 1, Baxter, M. L., 2,
Smith, E. W., 3 Cheney, M. K., 4, The-
baud, S. H., 5, Brown, M. L. Time 10
3-- 5 seconds.
440 yard dash 1, Brown, M. L., 2,
Southworth, M. L., 3, Shanks, S. H., 4,
Sprankle, S. H., 5, Atherholt, S. L.
Time 60 1-- 5 seconds.
8S0 yard dash 1, Eberth, M. L., 2,
Sprankle, S. H., 3, Southworth, M. L.,
4, Dempsey, S. L., 5, Shanks, S. H.
Time 2 min. 20 seconds.
Mile run 1, T. F. Rose, S. L 2,
Thurston, M. K., 3 A, Williams M. L.,
4, Wilhelms, M. L., 5, Mansfield, N. H.
Time 5 min. 9 seconds.
Broad jump 1, Smith, E. W., 2,
Eberth, M. L., 3, Baird, N. H., 4, Sa-motu- s,
N. H., 5, Baxter, M. L. Distance
18 feet 3 in.
High jump Tie for first, Carrol, M.
L., and Simmons, M. L., 3, Hotchkiss,
M. K 4, Rusk, S. L., Tie for fifth,
Dodge, S. L., and Cuff, M. K. Height
5 feet 1 in.
Pole Vault 1, Boudreau, E. W., 2,
MeKinnon, M. K., tie for third, Hovt,
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The United Shoe Repairing Company's
experts, after repeated tests, awarded
this shop the
OFFICIAL AWARD OF MERIT
It remains here just as long as our
work meets their high standards.
M. GARBER
West of Vine Theater on
South Mulberry Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
SHOE REPAIRING
E. W., and Updegraff, S. L., 5, Rowe,
M. L. Height 11 feet.
Shot put 1, Hovorka, M. L., 2, Car-
roll, M. L., 3, MeClain, N. L., 4, Wall-
ing, M. K., 5, Selway, S. H. Distance
37 feet 3 in.
Discus Throw 1, MeClain, N. L., 2,
Samotus, N. H., 3, Atherholt, S. L., 4.
Brown, M. L., 5, Serodino, E. W. Dis-
tance 102 feet 5 in.
Relay 1, Middle Leonard (Baxter,
Southworth, Brown, Eberth) 2, Middle
Kenyon, 3, South Leonard; 4, East
Wing; 5, South Hanna. Time 51
seconds.
AMERICAN BEAUTY SHOPPE
Hats Cleaned and Blocked
Shoes Shined and Dyed
13 South Main Street
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Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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I Page and Shaw Candies. Kodaks i
ALLEN'S DRUG STORE
I 8 South Main Street ' I
I FOUNTAIN' PENS STATIONERY TOILET ARTICLES
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I EDWUCHNER !
I TAILOR 1
CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING
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I Compliments of I
MT. VERNON RESTAURANT
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The Kokosing
Gift Shop I
The Up-To-The-Min- ute Shop 1
35 East Gambier Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio
The Kokosing
Lunch Shop
10 South Main Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio
Mrs. Francis W. Blake,
Hostess
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GEO. F. OWENS
I Jeweler and Optometrist I
I Corona Typewriters 117 South Main Street 1
and Supplies Mount Vernon, Ohio I
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OF INTEREST
TO ALUMNI
By The Resident Alumni Secretary
Canton Dinner
TJie Canton Alumni Association met
for dinner on April 12th, after an in-
terval of two years, and may be said
to have started things moving in a
most energetic way. Some thirty five
guests assembled at the University
Club, and were presided over by gen-
ial Charlie Zollinger, '04. John Gor-suc- h,
'22, "rising young lawyer" had
assumed the initiative, and had taken
few excuses, with the result that al-
most every Kenyon man of Canton at-
tended, with representatives from Mas-sillo- n
and Salem, from which later
came Alex (Bus) Jones, '26 and Joe
Kelley, '23 with five members of the
local high school basketball team as
prospective entrants.
George (Eccie) Clark and Judge Bill
Quinn produced their sons, now in
McKinley High enroute to Kenyon, and
two other prospective students.
With such a varied yet intimate aud-
ience to address, Dr. Peirce, who had
come up from Gambier for the occas-
ion, was at his best no faint praise,
and his clear statement of Kenyon's
peculiar function, her high educational
policy and opportunity for youth of
the best sort, brought inspiration to
Alumni, and cannot fail to have im-
pressed the youngsters.
Coach Wiper analysed the athletic
situation, stressing the fact that the
ideal at Kenyon is general participa-
tion and good sportsmanship for the
benefits to be derived, rather than
crowds publicity and commercializa-
tion so common in large institutions.
He enlarged on Kenyon's advantages
over the huge "street-ca- r universities''
in his estimation, and considering that
he is an enthusiastic Ohio State man,
his ideas can be taken for all they are
worth, which is a good deal.
Philip Hummel, resident Alumni sec-
retary, who had accompanied Dr. Peirce
and Mr. Wiper, was called on to tell
of the work and aims of the Alumni
Council, and appealed to the Alumni
not only to keep a soft sport in their
hearts for Kenyon, but to give her
their heartfelt interest and support to-
day and in the future.
Others who spoke, in a reminiscent
way, were Judge Quinn, George Clark,
Warren Russell, and Charlie Zollinger.
An election made the former President
of the Association, the latter Vice Pres-
ident, and John Gorsuch Secretary,
and all agreed that a more enthusiastic
and profitable Kenyon affair could
hardly be imagined.
Cleveland Dinner
Tuesday, April 19th was chosen for
the Annual Dinner of the Cleveland
Alumni, which took place at the Union
Club in an attractive suite of private
rooms. While somewhat small for this
group, owing perhaps to the hastily
put through arrangements and the
necessity of holding at the Union Club
(where the fee comes high for the
younger men), 38 guests sat down to
the most sumptuous of dinners, with
piusic. Second to Dr. Peirce as "head-liner- "
was the singing orchestra com-
posed of four undergraduates as-
sembled in Cleveland for the purpose
(Rusk, Stanton, Shannon, Hargate),
who performed in the smoothest
Whiteman manner all through dinner
and later.
Walter Brown, '06 as President in-
troduced Dr. Peirce, who talked along
the same lines as at Canton, drawing
enthusiastic response from all. The
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annual election was held, and Mr.
Brown gracefully turned over the presi-
dency for the coming year to Ernest
Dempsey.
The others elected were: L. R. Brig-ma- n,
'09, Vice President; Edgar A.
Brown, '22, Secretary; Charlie Rodgers,
'23, Associate Secretary; Executive
Committee, Walter H. Brown, Charles
C. Wright, '96, Alva I. Hardy, '10, J.
Atlee Schafer, '17, Bob Weaver, '12,
Seaton Wasser, '23, Bruce Puffer, '19,
and Don Smith, '16.
Loth to go home, nearly everyone
lingered afterward and talked and
sang, participating in the general at-
mosphere of hospitality among old
friends. The meeting was generally
conceded an eminent success.
Constant Southworth
While it would be futile to try to ex-
press the depth of sorrow over the
death of Constant Southworth, '98, on
April 1st, the Alumni Council wishes
to record its share in universal mourn-
ing. Mr. Southworth was the eldest
of five sons of a distinguished Kenyon
professor, all of whom are graduates.
One of the most deeply interested
Alumni we had, he was one of the or-
ganizers of the Alumni Council, and
became a member of its Executive
Committee, whose ideas on any sub-
ject generallly comprised the final
policy-- a man of immense worth, whose
period of real usefulness in private
life as well as in Kenyon affairs was
beginning. His high-minde- d influence
bore on every field he touched.
One who served under Major South-wort- h
during the War said: "He was
always the scholar and gentleman, no
matter under what circumstances.
Down in Italy, at a time when one's
interest was no broader than the day's
concerns, he lined his men up and gave
them a series of lectures on the Mil-
itary History of Italy, from the cam-
paigns of the Caesars to the conquest
of Napoleon!"
Matthew F. Maury, U4, has recently
turned over to the College two letters
of historic interest. One, from the
late Moses M. Granger, '50, written to
him in 1904 is full of reminiscenses of
the Philomethesian Society of his day,
and contains many mentions of such
figures as Hayes, Guy M. Bryan, Henry
Winter Davis, Edwin M. Stanton, all
of whom frequented the Commence-
ments at that time, and who were to
play such roles in American history
later. One is impressed with the fact
that in those days Philomethesian and
Nu Pi took the place of the later so-
cial fraternities, and seem to have
been the chief interest in College,
giving rise to the bitterest arguments
(though not personal quarrels) be-
tween North and South sympathizers.
The other letter is dated July 3, 1924,
a personal note from Lord Kenyon to
Mr. Maury following his historic visit
at Centennial.
These letters suggest that others
who hold such papers might make the
Council or the college their repository,
thus enhancing the collection of mem-
orabilia for future years.
Not long ago Lester C. (Ike) Thomas,
'22, walked in on the College with his
customary nonchalance, to investigate
the possibility of taking a B. S. degree.
Leaving school before his Junior year,
he has since graduated from Rush
Medical School, served interneship vt
Dayton, and is now one of 35 success-
ful out of 1400 applicants for a surgical
fellowship under the Drs. Mayo at
Rochester, Min. In 1923 he married
Miss Margaret Mahaffey of Dayton.
AI Miller, '23, of Detroit has elected
the proverbial house-slipper- s and fire-
side. On April 23rd he was married to
Miss Sally Hunter of Detroit. A few
classmates attended the small private
wedding in Cleveland, followed by a
dinner.
Redge Wells, '25, has been made sec-
retary in a reorganization of the par-
ental business, now the Hewes-Kem-erley-Wel- ls
Co., General Agents for the
Union Central Life, Akron.
E. L. Tiffany, '15, visited the Hill
lately. With him, it's a combat be-
tween Harvard and Kenyon as Alma
Mater, with Kenyon slightly in the
lead. He has recently gone from Mar-
ietta to Pittsburgh, as co-rect- or of the
important Church of the Ascension.
Former students of around 1923 and
1924 look at a familiar face in current
advertisements, and cast around for a
place to place it. If it has occurred
in certain Dobbs Hat (Vanity Fair),
Camel or Lucky Strike ads, or per-
haps a Leyendecker cover, it is un-
doubtedly that of Scott Evans, '26,
formerly of Cleveland. He is in New
York attending art classes for a career
in Commercial Art; serving as model
for a group of prominent commercial
artists provides a prosperous means of
keeping it up.
George (Buzz) Meredith, '24 has
turned merchant, after several quite
miscellaneous years. Having gathered
experience with Finchley, New York,
he has opened a small exclusive es-
tablishment (Meredith, Inc.) in Cleve-
land for the purveyance of mens' wear
and accessories, including riding ap-
parel. His sign swings in the Down-
stairs Arcade of the new Fairmount-Ceda- r
Building, 2460 Fairmount Blvd.
Note: Interesting and unusual activ-
ities of any Kenyon Alumnus should
be recorded in this column. When you
come across such, will you communi-
cate with the Alumni Secretary?
Note: A meagre pair of replies was
the result of printing the names of
"lost" Alumni in the last Collegian.
Your help will be greatly appreciated,
for a real effort is being made to locate
these men before the next general Ad-
dress Bulletin is published in Sep-
tember.
Mr. Paul H. Sutherland, member
of the Class of '25, and a member of
the Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity,
was married to Miss Jane Eastman,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Eastman
of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, on April 30,-1927- .
The ceremony was held at the
First Presbyterian Church of Mt.
Vernon, and the minister was the
bridegroom's father. The best man
was Jack A. Miller, ex '27. Several
professors, and fraternity brothers of
the bridegroom attended.
The couple have left on a trip
East for their honeymoon, and will
locate, when they return, in Detroit.
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Your name engraved
free on any pipe
bought here
50c on up
Heckler
Pharmacy
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H. L. WAGNER
TAILOR
Corner Main and Gambier, Upstairs
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
Alteration and Remodeling of
Men's Clothes
JENKINS' GENERAL STORE
The Big Store In The Little Town I
KENYON MEN
WE WANT YOUR PATRONAGE
Gambier, Ohio
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Noon Luncheon
11 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Candyland
I Dinner
5 p. m. to 8
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HIGH FIXAXCE
H nie Corporations Wage Price War
During the course of the past two
weeks the financial district of Gam-bie- r
has been seething with the at-
tacks and counter-attack- s employed
by two of our largest local corpora-
tions as their tactics in the great
price war which is now being waged.
The Wall Street of Harcourt Parish
is in a state of turmoil and frenzy
that has not been equalled since that
memorable day when Dickie Doolittle
slashed the price of all-da- y suckers,
irreparably ruining the worthy Mr.
Scott's immense all-da- y sucker trade
which he had cultivated for nearly
half a century. An epic page has been
writ in the annals of Gambier. The
Old Bakery is no more and the New
Bakery has a rival!
The well-know- n firm of Evans and
Jacobs grew so fabulously wealthy
on the booty that they had extorted
from opulent"stiicfen"ts that the local
"bank refused to accept the risk guard-
ing the amassed ducats. This ultima-
tum persuaded the proprietors to
dissolve their happy combination,jealous rivals of these gentlemen
"have propogated a malicious rumor
that George Evans dropped a dime in
the crevice between two floor boards
and that Harry Stoyle was forced to
buy the entire business to save his
floor from premature destruction.
This accusation is unjust and totally
without foundation. George Evans
never dropped a dime in his life.
The advent of this new manage-
ment was celebrated by the Installa-
tion of equipment of such magnifi-
cence and luxury that the lowly stu-
dent shrank in dismay from touching
his venal person to this celestial rich-
ness. This initial reverence wras at
last overcome and, supported by the
dogmas of sundry books on etiquette,
the college men now daily partake of
"the nectar and ambrosia dished up by
the local deities.
It is a matter of common
that many noble Russian refu
gees are now operating tiny, sophis
ticated tea rooms in New York. In all
matters of importance Gambier has
never been far behind our great First
City, nor could that Metropolis long
Tival us in this respect. A real French
countess, who fled from her native
soil during the French Revolution
"has set up a chic and exclusive hash
"house in our very midst. Even the
name of this place, "The Palais du
Bois" is probably an adaptation of the
name of the French chateau, formerly
inhabited by this gracious lady.
The inevitable result of these ele
gant embellishments of our fair city
is a war to the death between the op
erators of the rival establishments
Already the competition has become
so keen that most of the college in-
mates are now able to afford three
meals a day! All Knox County watch-
es breathlessly this battle between
commercial giants and lords of fi-
nance. We all eagerly anticipate the
moment when such Herculean com-petiti- on
will force prices to the irre
ducible minimum aitd believe that
that happy hour will not be long de
layed.
.Tames Trvine of the class of '30
has been elected to the position of sec
retary of Nu Pi Kappa to fill the va-
cancy caused by the death of Lewis
OLD PHILO
Celebrates
THE IIMY011 COLLEGIAN
REORGANIZED
Its Centennial
meneement
At Com- -
The Philomathesian Society has
been reorganized to celebrate the
centennial of its founding. Officers
of the reorganized society have been
elected: Dan Q. Williams, President.
Thomas Jenkins, Vice President, and
Charles W. Hughes Secretary and
Treasurer. A committee was appoint-
ed to confer with President Peirce re-
garding the Philomathesian celebra-
tion at commencement. Doctor Peirce
promised to make it one of the main
features.
Originally the Philomathesian So-
ciety was founded for the purpose of
debate; now the meetings are con-
ducted so that it is more on the or-
der of an informal discussion of lit-
erature, art and science. We hope
that the future members of the so
ciety will do as much toward per-
petuating its existence as the present
members are. They are to be highly
commended on their successful ef
forts toward reviving interest in this
old organization.
CLIFF IIORTON
THE BARBER
Pool Room In Rear
THE PEOPLE'S
BANK
Gambier, Ohio
OUR AIM is to extend every
courtesy consistent with GOOD
BANKING, and to give all our
customers suoh LIBERAL
TREATMENT that they will con-
tinue to do business with us.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
S. R. DOOLITTLE
General
Merchandise
Student's Supplies
Felber's Cakes and Crackers,
Fancy Chocolates
Kenyon Views
V6 TlK fL
With
Fashioned of these smart,
imported fabrics tailored
with that painstaking thor-oughn- ess
of detail and im-
bued with mimitahla British
swank--Braebu- rn s are truly
"setting the pace in clothes
for Collegians. See them m
Mt. Vernon
at
WORLEYS'
112 S. Main Street
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Kenyon Commons Shop
NEW STATIONERY
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O. A. PORE I
AT THE FOOT OF THE HILL i
First Class Hand Laundry Done. Buttons Sewed On, Socks Darned
and Everything Mended At No Additional Charge.
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NASH
Leads the
World in
Motor Car
Value
18 Body Designs
$885.00 $2,090.00
J. E. WARD
&SON
306 South Main Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
MARK HANNA
(W. C. Colwill)
Taxi Service and Drayage
PHONE 145
ASSEJIBLIES
A regular Assembly meeting was
held April 4th. A motion ratifying
Mr. Stamm's appointment to the Se-
nior Council, and Mr. Samotus's ap-
pointment to the Executive Commit-
tee for the 8th Constitutional Divis-
ion was carried.
Ever watchful for the successful
conducting of our honor system, a
few adverse criticisms brought out in
a debating course brought the atten-
tion of 'the Senior Council to this
question. They decided to restate the
pledge taken by every newly entering
student, emphasizing the responsi-
bility of every student not only him-
self to observe the rules, and dic-
tates of honor, but to be responsible
for the reporting of those who violate
them and not to regard the Council
as a committee of policemen. Mr.
Arndt, chairman of this body, pre-
sented the views of the Council, and
read the new oath, adding a word to
request that all stand back of it sin-
cerely.
New changes in the Constitution
of the Assembly were explained by
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Mr. Eberth. There were no radical
changes, the most important ones
were mentioned, and an announce-
ment that a copy of the revised work
would 'be posted on the bulletin
board was made.
The consideration of patriotic ex-
ercises on Memorial Day was brought
up by President Costello. Mr. Jenk-
ins brought out the possible connec-
tion of the exercises and accompany-
ing holiday upon the holiday granted
at the time of the May dance, but,
as it was not thought that this would
affect the vacation for the dance any,
a motion was carried for the insti-
tuting, with the consent of the fac-
ulty, of the proposed exercises.
Mr. Welsh commented upon the
noisy conduct of the students in chap-
el, and it was urged by several of the
upper-classme- n that all conduct
themselves in a proper manner.
Morgan Smith Elected President For
Net Year
The Assembly Meeting annually
devoted to the election of new of-
ficers was held Monday evening, May
2nd.
The first business of the evening
was a public reprimand of seventeen
Freshmen, who were found guilty by
confession, after an investigation had
been started, of violating the Honor
System of the College. After delib-
erating for some time, the Senior
Council decided to modify the usual
penalty inflicted for such a cause.
The men are to be allowed to remain
in school; they are to continue the
course in order to make the credits
necessary to remain in school, but
these credits are not to count for
graduation, and in the record for the
latter purpose they will receive a 5,
or failure.
A warning was issued, that any
other similar violation will be pun-
ished by the full penalty of expulsion;
and that in the future, any actions
which even look suspicious will lay a
man open to such punishment.
The next consideration was tno
election. Mr. Beidler, Mr. Smith, and
Mr. Bissel were nominated for Presi
dent of the Assembly. One vott
proved to be sufficient; Mr. Smith,
receiving a majority, became Presi
dent, and Mr. Bissel, the next highest
vote receiver, became Vice President
Mr. Welsh, Mr. Thebaud, Mr. Sa-motu- s,
and Mr. Poe were nominated
for Secretary. Three votes were nec-
essary to determine the winner of
this, one being dropped each vote,
and Mr. Poe, receiving a majority of
three over Mr. Samotus, became
FACULTY ENTERTAIN
Dr. and Mrs. R. C. Manning and
Mrs. Devol entertained at a bridge
party Saturday evening, April 30, in
their home on Brooklyn avenue. Stu-
dents from practically all the divis-
ions were present and were pitted
against faculty members at seven ta-
bles.
On the preceding evening Dr. and
Mrs. R. D. Cahall held a bridge party
for the members of Dr. Cahall's frater-
nity Beta Theta Pi, in their home in
College park.
Dr. and Mrs. F. A. Waterhouse en-
tertained several students at Sunday
dinner during the same week.
Dr. and Mrs. Peirce entertained sen-
iors and members of the faculty at
Cromwell Cottage on Friday evening,
April 22, honoring their guests, Alon-z- o
M. Snyder, '85, and Mrs. Snyder.
THOS. A. WILSON
CANDY CIGARS
BILLIARDS
ATWATER-KEN- T RADIOS
COLLEGE OF LAW
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI
(Cincinnati Law School)
Announces the opening of its ninety-fift- h year f
SEPTEMBER 26, 1927. I
For catalogue and other information address
SECRETARY, COLLEGE OF LAW,
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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102 South Main Street
W. B BROWN
JEWELER
Mount Vernon, Ohio
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CORNEL L and GREGORY
I JEWELERS I
13 West High Street Mount Vernon, Ohio
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Study Lamps
Room 57
Appliances
FOR
ANYTHING ELECTRICAL
SEE
GEO. KNECHT, Jr.
WEST WING
Lamp Shades 5.
Hanna Hall
Radio
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j TINKEY'S STUDIO
1 Mt, Vernon, Ohio 1
for
I PHOTOGRAPHY
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We Rely On Low Prices To Win Trade I
1 On Quality To Retain It. I
I PITKIN'S PROVISION STORE I
I Phnro 114.115 135-13- 7 S. Main Street. Mt. Vernon, Ohio I
